
MolDiA: an XML-based System of Molecular Diversity Analysis 
Towards a Substructure Approach 

 
Nowadays, in modern molecular discovery systems, a large number of compounds are tested and 
optimized in order to identify a molecule or group of molecules that act favorably in some desired 
circumstances. Sometimes, the key limiting factor in identifying new candidates is the availability of 
diverse collections of chemical compounds. When collections of chemical compounds are available, they 
tend to be enough large and unstructured (file format, chemical information, molecular properties, etc) to 
limit considerably the “human” treatment of these data. 
 
From this, it is clear that the organization and the extraction of information and knowledge from 
molecular datasets is a key for the research of novel molecules. Techniques like virtual screening or data 
mining have been proposed recently to fulfill these needs. Similarity analysis engines are often used to 
compute resemblances between molecules in order to analyze and organize these databases, because 
researchers understood the potential interest to look for similar molecules rather than for new compounds. 
One way of finding similar molecules is to look at the resemblances of their structures. 
 
The dissimilarity between two chemical structures can be measured as the differences between molecular 
graphs, and the Similarity Property Principle plays an important role in this task. Actually, if structurally 
similar molecules are more likely to have resembling properties, structural decomposition of the 
molecules seems to be a reliable basis for construction of molecular descriptors and computation of 
physicochemical properties. 
 
Within this framework, the main objective during my PhD thesis consisted on the design and the 
implementation of a new chemoinformatic system based on a novel concept of molecular diversity. That’s 
how the MolDiA (Molecular Diversity Analysis) system was born. 
 
MolDiA aims to the calculation and analysis of similarity and diversity of chemical databases in a chemo-
structural framework. This analysis is done by means of weighted structural-property molecular 
descriptors which will allow us to compare the molecular datasets. 
 
To build the molecular descriptors, it is necessary to decompose the molecules belonging to the datasets 
being analyzed. This decomposition follows defined rules (Figure 1) and allows us to compare the list of 
obtained fragments with a group of selected substructures belonging to a particular base, the FragDB. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Generation of the molecular descriptor 

Figure 2. Generic atom hierarchy. The 
symbol * represents all the atoms. This 
category can be divided in aromatic atoms 
(A), Hydrogen atoms (H) and non aromatic, 
non H atoms (Q). The generic atom type Q 
can be classified in metals atoms (M), 
halogens (X), important heteroatoms (N, O, 
S, P, B) and the R group, which contains 
among others the Carbon and Silicium 
atoms. 
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The FragDB consists in a group of fragments predefined manually with the objective of covering the 
largest molecular space. In order to accomplish this goal, a list of common functional groups has been 
enriched with statistical information of frequent fragments, structures, atoms, etc. Then, we proceed to the 
banalization of linking atoms and some heteroatoms by the use of a hierarchy of generic atoms (Figure 2). 
Once the substructures composing FragDB have been chosen and properly defined, we index these files 
in the database using an XML file (see the first part of Figure 3). This file is generated automatically 
based on information extracted from molecular files, filenames and predefined properties rules. 
 
To improve the indexation process, we have defined an encoded file name, which contains chemical and 
structural information, search keys, as well as, other information difficult to structure or extract later such 
as mixtures of heteroatoms or functional group presence-absence. The information encoded in the 
fragments filenames allows us to complement the data structure, improve the query of the database and in 
consequence the molecular analysis.  Once the molecular descriptors have been constructed and indexed 
in another XML file, we proceed to their comparison in order to compute the molecular similarity and 
diversity (see the second part of Figure 3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A descriptor comparison engine has been constructed, following the principle that strict/exact comparison 
between elements composing the descriptors can be complemented with a fuzzy comparison of the same 
elements. In this way, if a particular descriptor fragment is not present in the FragDB, a similar one can 
contribute to the similarity or diversity measure between the two studied molecules. Clustering of the 
substructures composing the FragDB was made to establish families of fragments, in order to implement 
the different levels of exact and fuzzy comparison of fragments when analyzing molecules. Another 
important feature of the system is the possibility to use structural and property weights in the calculus. 
 
When computing the similarity between two molecules, it is possible to be more interested in a particular 
structure or functional group than other. Customizable weights for selected substructures belonging to 
FragDB are included in the MolDiA interface (Figure 4) to allow the chemists to choose by themselves 
the relative importance of particular fragments when analyzing a database. In the same way, some 
properties weights are attached to predefined fragments and are also customizable. The possibility to 
customize or modify the weighting scheme opens news insights in the treatment of different molecular 
systems using the same framework. 
 
Different analysis and test made have shown the good performance of this new system; especially in 
drug-like databases (see Figures 5 and 6). “Small molecules” databases give less good results, in part 
because of the small size of the descriptors constructed. Different kinds of comparison are possible, using 
three indices of similarity: Simpson, Cosine and Tanimoto (possible data fusion to optimize the results). 
The introduction of molecular properties to the descriptor structure, as well as a whole system of weights, 
allow the tool to expand their use, from bibliographical structural research, to biomolecular target through 
generic molecules queries. The use of XML has proven to improve the data management of the system, 
the web interactivity and has opened a window for future implementations in chemistry and in science. 
Although the application of modern molecular diversity seems to be restricted to the identifications of 

Figure 3. Creation of an XML index of measures of similarity from a dataset of molecules, using the 
XML index of FragDB and the XML file of descriptors generated.  
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"  
     standalone="no" ?>  
<Query fileName='Query1.mol'> 
<Results> 
    <Test fileName='UserMol1.mol'> 
        <Index Tanimoto='0.676568'  
       Simpson='0.956368' 
     Cosine='0.876568'/> 
    </Test> 
     <Test fileName='UserMol2.mol'> 
         <Index Tanimoto='0.166667'  
   Simpson='0.500000'  
   Cosine='0.316228'/> 
     </Test> 
      <Test fileName=' UserMol3.mol '> 
         <Index Tanimoto='0.071429'  
    Simpson='0.500000'  
    Cosine='0.196116'/> 
      </Test> 
     … 
</Results> indexResult.xml 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1" 
standalone="no" ?>  

<indexResultQF> 
    <Molecule fileName='UserMol1.mol'> 
          <ExpRepVector> 
 <Frag ref='CNUQ6-169l.mol'/> 
 <Frag ref='CNUQ6-074at.mol'/> 
 <Frag ref='CNUQ5-071z.mol'/> 
 <Frag ref='ANSC-000R.mol'/> 
 <Frag ref='ANSZ-000Z.mol'/> 
 <Frag ref='ANSC-000R.mol'/> 
          </ExpRepVector> 
     <Molecule fileName=' UserMol2.mol '> 
          <ExpRepVector> 
 <Frag ref='CNUQ6-195ba.mol'/> 
 <Frag ref='CNUQ6-074bv.mol'/> 
 <Frag ref='ANSC-000R.mol'/> 
          </ExpRepVector> 
     </Molecule> 
   … 
</indexResultQF> 
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Figure 5. Diversity analysis of a dataset of 36 
molecules from ZINC database. 
http://www.blaster.docking.org/zinc/ 
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Figure 6. Similarity measures for a “small 
molecules” dataset of 77 structures versus a 
query molecule. 

new pharmaceutical molecules, the MolDiA approach can be applied to any endeavor that will likely 
benefit from the availability of increased molecular diversity: material science, flavors and fragrances, 
agrochemicals, catalysis, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The originality of this approach is mainly due to the implementation of user-customizable weights for the 
structural and property information contained in the descriptors, as well as, an exact/fuzzy descriptor 
comparison engine, which can be enriched with new rules or constraints to improve the measures of 
molecular similarity and diversity. The inclusion of markup languages in order to manage the chemical 
information of the system is other novel feature which has improve the retrieve, extension, reuse and 
export/import of the different kinds of data necessary to the application. 
 
Dissemination of the work achieved during the PhD thesis has been done. A state of the art on molecular 
similarity and diversity in chemoinformatics has been published as a comprehensive review [1]. Several 
results obtained with MolDiA during the last part of the PhD thesis have been published [2] or presented 
in conferences [3-6]. Finally, an up-to-date version of the PhD thesis book, defended last September, is 
online and available to the scientific community [7]. 
 

Figure 4. Different screenshots of the MolDiA Interface 



 
Currently, novel results and applications are being studied. Among others, we can mention the use of 
diversity matrices obtained with MolDiA to effectuate SVM analysis and clustering of molecular 
databases. Preliminary results show that in function of the level of the analysis granularity we can classify 
molecules following different criteria. Other applications are based on the substructure infrastructure 
developed for MolDiA, which can be used to compute similarity measures from customized graph 
comparison using kernel functions. Another study in project is the treatment of small molecular databases 
with measured activity data, in order to compare the ranking of MolDiA structural similarity obtained for 
a particular active query with an activity data given. This information can validate or optimize the 
parameters weights of the system for a particular problem, and serve as a model to effectuate drug/non 
drug analysis or clustering of bigger databases. 
 
In parallel of these applications, two more publications are in preparation. The first explains the 
architecture and development of the system and the second give more insights about different results 
obtained using diverse datasets and the system of weights. 
 
In order to achieve the applications which seem promising for the system developed during my PhD, I 
effectuate regular travels from Amsterdam to the ITODYS Laboratory in Paris in order to collaborate 
which the local research group, revise submitted papers and discuss about new implementation 
possibilities for the MolDiA system and possibilities of carrier in the national and international sphere. 
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